ABSTRACT In recent years, with the further adoption of the Internet of Things and sensor technology, all kinds of intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications based on a wide range of traffic sensor data have had rapid development. Traffic sensor data gathered by large amounts of sensors show some new features, such as massiveness, continuity, streaming, and spatio-temporality. ITS applications utilizing traffic sensor data can be divided into three main types: 1) offline processing of historical data; 2) online processing of streaming data; and 3) hybrid processing of both. Current research tends to solve these problems in separate solutions, such as stream computing and batch processing. In this paper, we propose a hybrid processing approach and present corresponding system implementation for both streaming and historical traffic sensor data, which combines spatio-temporal data partitioning, pipelined parallel processing, and stream computing techniques to support hybrid processing of traffic sensor data in real-time. Three types of real-world applications are explained in detail to show the usability and generality of our approach and system. Our experiments show that the system can achieve better performance than a popular open-source streaming system called Storm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are advanced applications which aim to provide innovative services relating to existing transportation infrastructure and systems and enable more smarter and efficient use of transport networks. Sensor, communications and computing technologies are integrated in ITS [4] . Recently, sensing technologies are widely used in ITS domain, such as GPS, RFID, feeling coil, traffic signal control device, video camera, and so on [1] . With different kinds of traffic sensors widely deployed across the existing transportation network, more and more traffic sensor data are widely available and many new ITS applications are created based on traffic sensor data, such as real-time traffic situation services, traffic signal smart control, transportation network plan and vehicle monitoring. Traffic sensor data is becoming more and more important in ITS domain. A datadriven paradigm of ITS applications, aiming at mining the inherent value of traffic sensor data and promoting smart transportation, is arisen in ITS domain [18] .
However, traffic sensor data and its applications have some new characteristics comparing to traditional traffic data and applications:
Massiveness: With the development of intelligent transportation system, large amount of data can be generated by various sensors periodically. In some applications, e.g., traffic management and location-based services, the traffic sensor data may be generated in a very high rate. At this situation, traffic sensor data may reach billions of records and petabyte size quickly.
Streaming: Sensor data, e.g., the location data of vehicles in constant movement, arrive into the server continuously from multiple sources as streams in high speed. This kind of stream data requires efficient responses to different kinds of processing requests without interruptions.
Real-Time: In many applications such as live traffic state computing, we need to react promptly to massive traffic sensor data once they are generated because this type of information may become obsolete quickly. Processing massive data in real-time needs to quickly ingest input data streams, organize the data in an efficient way, and support instantaneous computing and analytics.
Ever-Expanding: As the number and type of sensors increase over time, the real-time processing ability should be scalable to handle traffic sensor data volume increases. That means we need to process not only more traffic sensor data and guarantee the real-time quality by adding additional computing nodes, but also new types of traffic sensor data easily.
Furthermore, there are many typical applications based on traffic sensor data processing. They can be divided into three main categories base on how data are processed: offline processing of historical data, online processing of streaming data and hybrid processing of both streaming and historical traffic sensor data. To deal with the various applications in ITS domain, the processing system need to cope with both streaming data and massive historical data. The historical traffic sensor data is often valuable and need to be mixed with streaming traffic sensor data in many scenarios including statistic calculation, trend discovery and change comparison of traffic situation. Table 1 lists the main types of traffic sensor data applications. In order to satisfy the requirements of ITS applications, how to provide various, scalable and real-time processing supports for massive and continuous traffic sensor data is becoming one core issue of ITS system. Novel techniques and system are increasingly needed to support the abovementioned three types of ITS applications.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid processing approach based on spatio-temporal data object and a corresponding system for both streaming and historical traffic sensor data processing, which combines spatio-temporal data partitioning, pipelined parallel processing, and stream computing techniques to support scalable traffic sensor data processing in real-time. The paper is extended version of [20] .
It includes further details on spatio-temporal data object based processing model, system design of our implementation, and examples of real world application. We also add more experimental results in this paper.
Our work has the following two main contributions. Frist, we propose a spatio-temporal data object based processing model for traffic sensor data and a corresponding system implementation based on a popular open source stream computing system, called Storm [17] . Second, the usage of our proposed model and system is showed through three types of applications in a real ITS project. And the experiments designed by the real ITS applications show that our system can outperform original Storm, for traffic sensor data processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses challenges and related work of traffic sensor data processing. Section III describes the spatio-temporal data object based processing model. Section IV outlines the main techniques of the system implementation on top of Storm. Section V introduces a real ITS project and gives the usage of our approach and system in the project through three types of ITS applications. Section VI presents its experimental evaluation. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and gives an outlook of the future research.
II. CHALLENGES AND RELATED WORK OF TRAFFIC SENSOR DATA PROCESSING A. CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS ON TRAFFIC SENSOR DATA PROCESSING
To deal with the aforementioned new features of traffic sensor data and its applications, there are some challenges in building a traffic sensor data processing system that can process massive traffic sensor data in real-time and handle diverse types of traffic sensor data application. Three major challenges are summarized below.
The first challenge is the management of both streaming traffic sensor data and historical traffic sensor data, especially given the continuous arriving streams and the large volumes of available historical data. Moreover, there are diverse needs of these traffic sensor data. The data need to be dispatched to different processing tasks of ITS applications in different granularities and from different dimensions. Some data may also be shared by different applications. These factors add to the complexity of traffic sensor data management.
The second challenge is the implementation of a unified computing architecture required to support offline processing of historical data, online processing of streaming data and hybrid processing of both. Because the historical data is massive and the streaming data is continuous, they need to be partitioned and organized elaborately for distributed processing in a coordinated way. For example, the computing logic of cloned plate vehicle detection application may involve ten millions of historical data records and streaming data in the speed of 5000 records per second and need to be executed every second.
Third, there are more and more innovative ITS applications that depend on the processing of traffic sensor data. Some of those may be short-term applications. For these reasons, effective and simplified application patterns of the traffic sensor data processing system are needed. Some common usages in ITS domain need to be abstracted and summarized.
In order to cope with above challenges, we highlight some of the requirements of the traffic sensor data processing system that we need to support:
(1) Efficient abstraction for data management. Because different ITS applications need to access or share both the streaming and historical traffic sensor data in different granularities and from different dimensions, we have to deal with the complexity of traffic sensor data management during the lifecycle of ITS applications. So we need to provide an efficient abstraction for traffic sensor data, and the data abstraction need to be treated as first class concept in ITS applications.
(2) Spatio-temporal data organization for parallel processing. One very important feature of traffic sensor data is spatiotemporality and most requirements for traffic sensor data processing are also related to spatial and temporal factors. In order to support real time processing of massive data in a parallel way, we need to support flexible data organization in both spatial and temporal dimensions.
(3) Dedicated system implementation for traffic sensor data processing. Specific traffic sensor data operations, such as historical data loading and streaming data routing, need to be supported in a distributed computing environment. At the same time, the corresponding computing infrastructure must be reliable, scalable and can continuously process traffic sensor data in real-time.
To support the above requirements of the traffic sensor data processing system, we present a spatio-temporal data object based processing model and system implementation on top of Storm, an open source distributed stream computing system.
B. RELATED WORK
MapReduce programming model is a core and well adopted technology for large-scale data processing [3] . It partitions data across computing nodes and processes data in parallel through a simple programming interface and hide fault tolerance, task scheduling and data management from programmers. Hadoop [8] is an open-source distributed system based on the MapReduce model that supports Big Data applications. But both MapReduce model and Hadoop system are limited to batch processing for static persistent data, so they are not suitable for real-time processing of traffic sensor data streams.
Many research studies have been carried out on top of MapReduce, including Twister [7] and Percolator [12] , to improve real-time processing capability. The research results have better performance for incremental and iterative processing through random storage access and intermediate result caching. However, these studies are still based on the batch processing for static data increment, and their performance improvements are limited when processing continuous high-speed data streams. S4 [10] , M3R [16] , Storm [17] and HOP [2] can achieve real-time data stream processing using MapReduce-like programming model by pipelining the application process and distributing data and computing logic to distributed nodes. But these studies only focus on streaming data processing, and lack direct supports, e.g., historical data pre-processing and caching, of historical data processing. Our work targets real-time processing of both streaming data and historical data. Zaharia et al. [19] proposed the concept of a resilient distributed dataset (RDD) in Spark system for both batch processing and streaming and interactive query. To some extent, the idea of RDD is similar to spatio-temporal data object in our work.
In recent years, some researchers began to tackle realtime processing for both live and historical streaming data [5] , [6] , [13] , [14] . Reiss et al. use Bitmap Indices technique to efficiently store and query historical stream data [14] . Dindar et al. target pattern correlation query optimization for both live and historical data streams [5] . But these studies mainly focus on query optimization, while our work is to provide a general approach and architecture to supports more complicated computation logics of streaming data. Further, these studies do not mention how their systems can scale in a distributed environment, which is more and more important for large-scale streaming data processing. In another study [6] , authors compare multiple methods for parallel massive graph analysis of streaming and temporal data in distributed environments. But this study only focuses on clustering coefficients, which is difficult to be applied to other applications.
As we mentioned before, traffic sensor data and its applications have some new feature, such as spatio-temporal characteristic. But above work are not suitable for this kind of data processing directly. Spatio-temporal data management is a traditional research area that manages spatio-temporal objects and supports corresponding query functionalities. A spatio-temporal object is a kind of object that dynamically updates spatial locations and/or extents along with time. The modeling, indexing and querying of spatio-temporal object are the main research focuses [9] . But most traditional research results only work for small scale data and basic query processing in stand-alone computer [11] . Large scale spatiotemporal dada processing in distributed environment need to be researched [15] .
III. SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA OBJECT BASED PROCESSING MODEL
In order to deal with above-mentioned challenges and requirements of traffic sensor data processing, the spatiotemporal feature of traffic sensor data can be utilized. So we abstract the processing logic as computing traffic sensor data in different temporal periods and spatial locations based on corresponding business rules. We can also partition and organize traffic sensor data (including streaming data and historical data) from two perspectives, namely temporal VOLUME 3, 2015 perspective and spatial perspective. Moreover, we take these spatio-temporal partitioned traffic sensor data as data objects. The data object is treated as the first class entity and separate it from computing logic explicitly in our processing model, such that traffic sensor data can be shared among different computation tasks to avoid unnecessary data transfer and data replication. FIGURE 1. Spatio-temporal data object based processing model for both streaming and historical traffic sensor data. Figure 1 shows the key concepts of spatio-temporal data object based processing model for both streaming and historical traffic sensor data. The traffic sensor data object is treated as first class entity in the processing model. Following gives the descriptions of the 5 key concepts of spatio-temporal data object based processing model:
1. Traffic Sensor Data. It records the situation of different objects in traffic system. One data record can be presented as a key/value pair. Object ID and spatiotemporal attributes are often used as key. There are two main types of traffic sensor data needed to be processed in ITS applications: streaming traffic sensor data and historical traffic sensor data. Streaming traffic sensor data is a series of data records which is received continuously. Historical traffic sensor data is a set of data records which were collected from streaming data in certain period. 2. Partitioned Dataset. The traffic sensor data can have one or more partitioned datasets according to different business requirements. A partitioned dataset can further have many data subsets based on a specific partitioning condition. As mentioned before, we can divide the traffic sensor data from two perspectives, namely temporal perspective and spatial perspective. 3. Data Object. Each data object corresponds to a partitioned dataset or subset of it within the same temporal interval or space region. Data object provides the functions for maintaining partitioned dataset. There is no correlation among different data objects during the data processing procedure. 4. Computing Task. It implements the processing logic for the traffic sensor data. The computing task must be assigned to a specific partitioned dataset and different computing tasks can share the same data object. During the execution of computing tasks, they can be dispatched to all data objects to achieve parallel processing. 5. Traffic Sensor Data Application. One traffic sensor data application consists of a group of data objects and some computing tasks that implement corresponding atomic processing logic for the traffic sensor data.
FIGURE 2. Spatio-temporal data partition for traffic sensor data object.
Furthermore, in order to support parallel processing, we adopt spatio-temporal partition to divide traffic sensor data into different traffic sensor data objects as illustrated in Figure 2 . Traffic sensor data can first be partitioned into different groups based their values in temporal or spatial dimension. Each partitioned dataset includes some data subsets in different temporal intervals or locations. Based on this spatio-temporal data partition, different data objects can be identified. The computing tasks can share the data objects at both levels according to their demands. Furthermore, the computing task can be split into different subtasks which are either data loading tasks or tasks without data dependency. By this way, the traffic sensor data processing can decomposed into pipelined subtasks based on traffic sensor data objects with spatio-temporal data partition, and such that parallelization is done in both temporal and spatial dimensions of the traffic sensor data and computation is done through pipelined parallelization.
According to above descriptions, we can see that the traffic sensor data can be organized as some data objects in our model, and the computing tasks can be dispatched to these partitioned data objects to achieve parallelization. Data objects are grouped as partitioned dataset according to partitioning conditions. Different computing tasks can share one data object such that unnecessary data transfer and data replication can be avoided during the execution period of different traffic sensor data applications. If possible, computing task can be split into some subtasks to support pipelined execution of the traffic sensor data application to further enhance performance.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ON TOP OF STORM
In order to support the spatio-temporal data object based processing model for traffic sensor data, we implement our hybrid processing system by extending the Storm stream computing system.
There are three core abstractions for applications in original Storm: spouts, bolts and topologies. A spout, which can be mapped to the concept of traffic sensor data in our model, is a source of streams in a computation. A bolt, which can be mapped to the concept of computing task in our model, processes any number of input data and produces any number of new output data. A topology, which can be mapped to the concept of traffic sensor data application in our model, is a network of spouts and bolts, with each edge in the network representing a bolt subscribing to the output stream of some other spout or bolt. In order to support the core concept of spatio-temporal data object, we extended some conceptual semantics of Storm at both construction time and execution time to support the above-mentioned model.
We first abstract the data object to a more explicit model than the original Storm one. The data were abstracted as specific ''tuples'' in Storm Spout when brought to the system, and was emit to downstream components by different stream groups. Grouping policies include shuffle grouping, field grouping and direct grouping etc. In our scenarios, the traffic sensor data is abstracted as data objects that would be used by different computing tasks. In order to emit the data from the same Spout to different topologies, we provide a new stream grouping based on all grouping. In this customized stream grouping, each tuple would definitely emit to all direct downstream components of different topologies. If success, the tuple will be trimmed in specific data object, and otherwise it will be kept and re-sent next. In addition, in order to support the effective organization of data objects, we adopt Hash B tree as the data structure to manage the partitioned dataset in different data objects. For example, we can use the partition in temporal dimension as Key. So the traffic sensor data in the same temporal interval have the same key in Hash table. And the data with the key are further organized using a B tree and the traffic sensor data in the same spatial attribute are organized as linked lists at the leaf nodes of the B tree. For instance, the data from the same sensor observation point or the data of a specific vehicle on different roads will be within the same linked list. Meanwhile, the subsets of traffic sensor data in different temporal intervals using distributed hash algorithm can guarantee flexible data partitioning changes when parallel processing nodes are changed.
Then we extend the programming model and execution model of Storm at construction time and execution time.
At construction time, we add some new interfaces for traffic sensor data processing to extend existing execute() interfaces of Bolt as shown in Figure 3 . For example, the basic processing units of traffic sensor data normally include three phases: load historical data, mix streaming data with historical data and compute and push results. The following interfaces are added according to the processing model introduced in previous section:
(1) load() and update() for loading, updating historical data in Bolts and organize them as data objects. These two methods import historical traffic sensor data to the current Bolt and choose the Hash B tree as data structure. The difference of these two interfaces is that the first one is to load data once while the second one is to control the frequency of re-loading or multiple loading based on a parameter called ''interval''. The second interface is for the cases that historical data needs to be updated periodically. Through these two methods, parts of the historical data can be loaded in any Bolt with the help of the partitioning algorithm like mod hash defined by users here.
(2) pushDB() and pushMQ() for pushing computation results in Bolts. These two interfaces are both to push results to corresponding external systems. The difference lies in that the first one writes results into a persistent storage while the second one writes results into a message queue middleware. The first one fits scenarios of low frequent result generation or eventual storage requirements. The second one is suitable for scenarios that the results are generated in high frequency and will be further processed soon. Generally, the results of the last processing procedure among related Topologies would be pushed to database using pushDB(). These fine-granularity interfaces can help Bolt to start multi-thread invocations, in order to achieve asynchronous and efficient processing, and pipelined scheduling of computation process within one Topology.
At execution time, we extended the scheduling for pipelined parallel processing for cases where multiple applications run at the same time. In the original Topology of Storm, there is no shared component (either Bolt or Spout) among different topologies. It is a simple and practical strategy to implement dispatch at run-time because no intermediate status should be maintained for recovery at failure-time. On top of the original worker and executer scheduling in Storm Topology, we modify the scheduling of Bolt and Spout.
In order to support Bolts in different topologies to load the same historical data, we make a transaction for execution steps at run-time. We found the instantiation of Bolt is the most time-consuming step during historical data loading and the same historical data might be loaded by multiple Topologies. The original execution in Storm uses the same thread to run execution() method. If more than one such Bolt exists, long latencies would occur. We introduce a new execute model for steps in Bolts at run-time. In our extended model, the load() method for the historical data are made as transaction. This can enable instant execution of Bolt tasks after historical data is loaded in a pipelined way. And meanwhile, the execution process of this Bolt task can be asynchronously pipelined with the loading of Bolt tasks of other Topologies, which gets rid of synchronous waiting in the original Storm system. Moreover, one more modification of the original Storm programming model is that a new parameter ''canPipe'' is introduced when Bolt initiates to indicate whether the pipeline would be used during the scheduling.
For Spout in different topologies that fetch the stream data in the same frequency, we make a dedicated worker for their re-usage at run-time. We found the stream fetching step would be same among many topologies but in different worker at run-time restricted by the original model. Therefore, the same data stream would be fetched in Spout many times for different topologies, which multiplies the bandwidth overhead and latencies. We introduce a new execution model for the Spout that fetches the same streams at run-time. In our extended model, there is a dedicated worker to get the coming tuple as stream, but multiple threads would be responsible to emit the tuples for the downstream components. This can enable the execution of Spout tasks in a shareable fashion to reduce the bandwidth overhead. Furthermore, a new parameter ''canShare'' is introduced when Spout initiates to indicate whether it would be scheduled as a shared thread with others.
The extensions at both construction time and execution time on top of Storm help the hybrid management of streaming and historical data and support the pipelined execution of traffic sensor data processing tasks, which can improve the performance of our system.
V. REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS A. OVERALL DESCRIPTION
In the last few years, vehicle popularization has brought great stresses to the transportation infrastructure in Beijing. There are totally about 5.51 million registered vehicles in Beijing now, which has caused severe traffic congestion, more peccant vehicles, associated productivity loss, environmental degradation and consumption of scarce resources.
In order to control the illegal behaviors of vehicle and improve the traffic situation, one kind of new traffic sensor data, that is the Vehicle License Plate Recognition (shorted for VLPR) data, is widely used in Beijing traffic management bureau. The VLPR data is gathered by cameras widely deployed on the road network across the whole city of Beijing. The camera has the capability of automated recognizing license plate number of vehicle running on the roads. That means we can get some information of a specific vehicle including its location and occurrence time.
Over 3,000 cameras with this ability are deployed in Beijing. They can collect about 3,000 records of VLPR data during traffic peak times. In other words, VLPR historical data can be accumulated to approximate 10 million data records in one hour and 30 billion data records in one year. One VLPR dada record contains the information about a vehicle's realtime location, which is described by following attributes: Camera ID, Vehicle Plate ID, Timestamp, Lane ID, Picture Number, Plate Picture ID and Vehicle Picture ID. An example of the VLPR data record is ''JNC095111, B42M15, 2011-08-08 10:00:36, 3, 2, 2011080836462040080231, 2011080836462040080232''.
Based on this kind of traffic sensor data, many applications are designed to regulate peccant vehicles and improve traffic conditions, such as automatically detecting the peccant behaviors of vehicles, analyzing live traffic flow of different roads or areas, and monitoring and tracking the trajectory of suspected vehicle. Most of these traffic applications involve real-time processing streaming VLPR data as well as historical VLPR data. For instance, the cloned plate detection application is designed to detect the vehicle using one cloned license plate with the same number of another vehicle. The cloned plate vehicle can be detected by a so-called spacetime contradiction rule using VLPR data: for each item of real-time vehicle license plate recognition data occurred at certain location, retrieve all the historical data items at other locations within the maximum travel time threshold, and if the time difference between the two items is less than the threshold for the two locations, the plate of the two items is suspected to be cloned plate. So we need to compare streaming VLPR data with all the historical VLPR data of a certain time period, which is two hours normally. The cloned plate vehicle detection application needs to execute one time every second when the streaming VLPR data is arriving. Each time of the execution should complete the analysis, comparison and computation within one second. There are some other similar applications in current project and many potential innovative applications based on VLPR data, such as traffic volume measurement by observation point, road and region, travel time measurement for all the roads in the city, these will also be a big challenge for the data processing system.
B. APPLICATION DETAILS
In this sub-section, we explain how to use our approach proposed in previous sections to implement three types of traffic applications in the real project.
1) VEHICLE PECCANT BEHAVIOR DETECTION
This application type includes cloned plate vehicle detection, speeding vehicle detection and fake plate vehicle detection.
As mentioned above, cloned plate vehicle detection needs to compare real-time streaming data with all the historical data within a certain time period based on the space-time contradiction rule. To support cloned plate vehicle detection, we need to implement the interfaces of our system introduced in the previous section. There are four main computing tasks.
First, the traffic sensor data are brought by the Spout model in the system. In our work, those data are shared with other topologies as a dedicated data object. The tuple in our work contains five attributes, which are the super set for the calculations of different topologies. The attribute ''no'' is the registered vehicle license plate ID of a specific vehicle; the attribute ''location'' is the unique geographical coordinates of a specific camera in the road network; the attribute ''time'' indicates the timestamp when car is recognized; the attribute ''direction'' captures the direction where the car passes. Those five attributes of a tuple is useful for further processing. In our model, only a Spout running in a single worker can be used for multiple topologies. Meanwhile, with our new grouping presented in section IV, the tuple of a Spout can be emitted to each downstream component with the acknowledgement. Therefore, it is efficient in terms of network overhead.
Second, we need to implement the load() interface to load all the streaming and historical data that will be computed. As show in Table 2 , the historical VLPR data within a certain time period is loaded. The returned result of load() interface is data objects. They are organized using partitioned Hash B tree. Plate ID of vehicle is used as keys in the tree such that vehicle plates with the same Hash value are grouped in the same Hash table entry as B tree and the trajectory data of one vehicle plate are organized as a linked observation point list in the B tree leaf nodes following time sequences. The VLPR streaming data will be merged into Hash B tree incrementally based on its update() interface implemention. Third, the cloned plate vehicle detection computing task need be programed as Bolt task of Storm. When programing the logic, we must find the data object and B tree node for each vehicle plate in the first subtask. Then we need to compute the travel time between every two sequential points in the linked list and compare the travel time with the corresponding value in travel time threshold table in the second subtask. Table 3 shows the implementation of the execute() interface in that Bolt task. Here, every coming tuple is meaningful in the calculation. The recent tuples compose a data object in a time-based sliding window in which new tuple is appended and oldest ones are trimmed according to their timestamps.
Fourth, we need to implement the pushDB() interface to write the computing results of detected cloned plate vehicle into a relational database in the end. As shown in Table 4 , the records about the cloned plate are extracted from the result tuples. They are inserted into one database table with all the detected timestamps and locations.
Because speeding vehicle detection has the similar processing logic with the cloned plate vehicle detection, it can TABLE 4. Implementation of the pushDB() interface for the cloned plate detection application. VOLUME 3, 2015 share the data objects created in the cloned plate vehicle detection application. Only the computing subtasks need to be reprogrammed.
Likewise and more easily, the fake plate vehicle detection needs to check real-time streaming data with all the registered cars. In order to implement this application, there are also four computing tasks. The first and the fourth ones are the same with those in the previous cloned plate detection application. In the second task, we need to implement the load() interface to load all the records of registered cars from database. In the third task, the incoming tuple is checked with those loaded data. Therefore, with our model, the computation of transportation applications can be expressed naturally.
2) TRAFFIC FLOW MEASUREMENT
Traffic flow reflects the dynamic transportation condition and is a critical application type in ITS. Here we use travel time measurement as an example application. This application will calculate the travel time for all the roads with observation points in a city through the overall travel time statistics information of all vehicles passing each corresponding road. We use 5, 15 and 60 minutes for the travel time computing interval. This means the application will process the historical VLPR data within recent 5, 15 or 60 minutes.
There are three tasks to be implemented for the travel time measurement application. We first need to load the historical VLPR data in recent 5, 15 or 60 minutes by implementing the load() and update() interface. The preloaded data is also organized as data objects using the above Hash B tree structure. Then, two subtasks should be implemented as Bolt tasks. For the first subtask, we compute the travel time between every two adjacent observation points for each vehicle using the loaded historical VLPR data. For the second subtask, we calculate the travel median time of different vehicles between the same two observation points as the final result. The core computation should be implemented in the execute() interface. Last, every generated travel time result is saved into a database for persistent storage by implementing the pushDB() interface.
3) SUSPECTED VEHICLE TRACKING
This application type is to track suspected vehicles and notify police officers near the observation points in real-time so they can intercept suspected vehicles. It is relatively simple to implement this type of application. We just compare the suspected vehicle with real-time VLPR data streams by implementing execute() interface in one Bolt task, and if a suspected vehicle is found, send the information of suspected vehicle to a warning system by implementing the pushMQ() interface.
In summary, our system has the following capabilities in ITS domain.
• The fast processing performance of the system to receive, store and compute high speed VLPR data streams and large-scale historical data. We have used our system to support the traffic sensor data collected by over 10,000 cameras and each camera may collect one VLPR data record per second.
• One generic architecture and system for many applications. We have deployed total seven ITS applications in our system. All applications can run continuously and each execution can finish within one second.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. ENVIRONMENTAL SETUP
We use a cluster with 8 nodes with 8 cores (at 2.4 GHz), 64 GB memory and 250 GB hard drive at 7200rpm. A 1Gb interconnecting network is used for node communication.
The OS is CentOS 5.6 (64 bit). Two of these nodes are used to simulate streaming traffic sensor data load through LoadRunner 9.0 software. The rest nodes are used to deploy our system including Storm 0.9.4 and three ITS applications (i.e. fake plate vehicle detection application, cloned plate vehicle detection application and travel time measurement application) developed according to our approach. The experimental dataset contains 400 million VLPR data recorded. This real dataset was collected by over 1000 cameras deployed on the road across Beijing city during a period of 80 days spanning from Oct 17, 2012 to Jan 04, 2013.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON PERFORMANCE

Experiment 1:
The fake plate vehicle detection application and the cloned plate vehicle detection application are submitted to our system and original Storm system. The two applications deployed in our system are named as fake plate and cloned plate respectively; the counterparts deployed in original Storm system are named as fake plate' and cloned plate'. We improve the parallelism of the tasks in each application from one to five, by the parameter parallelism_hint of given Bolt. The throughputs of each system are recorded under each parallelism.
From the experiment results shown in Figure 4 , we can draw the following conclusions. First, for both systems, the throughputs always increase when we use more Bolt task numbers. It verifies the performance improvement and parallelism of our system when we employ more logic units. Second, our extended system has better throughputs for both two applications than the original Storm system. The reason is that our Hash B tree structure can achieve efficient retrieval and our pipelined processing model improves task execution efficiency.
Third, different business applications have different performance improvements with the same task number. It is because the two applications have different computation complexities. Cloned plate vehicle detection is much more complex than fake license plate detection since it compares data within time windows. Still, the results of cloned plate show at least 20% improvements than them on original Storm system, which also verify the effects of our system. Experiment 2: The application of travel time measurement is submitted to our system and original Storm system. The application in our system is named as CMR implementation for short; the counterpart is named as LMR implementation for short. We improve the parallelism of the tasks in the CMR implementation as experiment 1. The experiment results in Figure 5 show the relationship between the execution time and dataset size being processed. From the results, we can see that CMR outperform LMR in term of execution time. And there is little difference among the execution time of 5min, 15min and 60min computing periods. The biggest difference is less than 100s. Furthermore, we can see that the execution time of 5min interval period of CMR implementation is shortest. It is because that the spatio-temporal data partition methods in our system can reduce the data dependence during the computing procedure of travel time. In this situation, the execution time mainly depends mainly on dataset size of every time periods, such that the shorter period will have better performance.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON DIFFERENT SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA PARTITIONING METHODS
Experiment 3:
The application of travel time measurement is also experimented with different spatio-temporal data partitioning methods in our system. The parallelism of the tasks in this application is set to five by the parameter parallelism_hint of given Bolt. There are two methods to partition the dataset. The first method (named as RegionList) is to divide the data by the attribute of region firstly and then by the plate. The second method (named as VehicleList) is to divide the data by the attribute of plate ID first and then by the region. The execution time of that application would be recorded under each configuration. The results are shown in Figure 6 . We can see that the execution time of the travel time measurement application using different partitioning methods increases linearly when the dataset size grows. However, the execution time of the application using RegionList method is better than that of the application using VehicleList method. For the application using RegionList method, its complexity depends on the number of the cameras (monitoring points) and the number of vehicles passing through a specific monitoring point in a given time interval. For the application using VehicleList method, its complexity depends on the number of the cameras (monitoring points) passed by a given vehicle in a given time interval and the number of vehicles in the whole city. Obviously, the number of all captured vehicles in the whole city is much larger than other parameters. Therefore, the RegionList method for traffic sensor data partitioning is more suitable for the situation of numerous vehicles in city road network. From this observation, we can see that the performance of traffic sensor data application can be tuned by adopting different dataset partitioning method within our model.
D. EXPERIMENTS ON SCALABILITY
Experiment 4:
In this experiment, we still use the travel time measurement application to evaluate the scalability of our system. The parallelism of the tasks in this application is set to five by the parameter parallelism_hint of given Bolt. We increase the server node number in our system from one to five. We can draw the following conclusions from the results shown in Figure 7 .
First, for every time interval value, the execution times always decrease when we increase computation nodes. This confirms the parallelism and scalability of our system. Second, we can see different scalability effects for different time intervals. The experiment shows that executions with less time intervals have better performance improvement when running on more computing nodes. The reason is less time intervals need more computations.
Third, for all environments and parameters, the performance improvements are less along with node increase. It follows the Amdahl's law: the total execution times have their lower boundary and more nodes bring more coordination overhead.
VII. CONCLUSION
With more and more traffic sensor data available, now it is possible build various intelligent transportation applications. In this paper, we summarize traffic sensor data processing requirements and present a hybrid processing approach based on spatio-temporal data object and a corresponding system on top of Storm. Our work combines spatio-temporal data partitioning, pipelined parallel processing, and stream computing techniques to achieve real-time processing in a scalable way. We verified the real-time processing ability and scalability of our system using three types of ITS applications. The evaluations with real traffic sensor data also show that the system can outperform the original Storm stream computing system.
We plan to extend our work from the following aspects: domain-specific processing model and business abstractions in ITS domain; the optimization of system implementation; more experiments based on typical traffic use cases and real data to compare with related big data studies. 
